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1'EC11NIi^UES FOR GA:KI`iJ1 RAYS
(,ar 1 E . Fichte 1
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland
As I)r. Clark leas indicated in his talk, physicists Dave recently
made an increasingly great effort to detect the highest energy photons
(those with energies exceeding a few tentl ► s of a Me V) arriving from
space. 'the study of these quanta is neczssarlly a very new field of
astrophysics because the short path length of these photons in air
generally demands that th^^ observing instrument be placed above most
of the atmosphere. Accordingly, the majority of our information about
,amnia rays has come from a variety of detectors flown on high altitude
balloons (typically at 130 to 140 thousand Le git above the surface of
the earth) and from small satellite experiments. In this talk, I
shall review the types of instruments that have been used in the past
•^and then descr.i.he those which w_11 be• flown in the futLrt or at least
are being propo:,ed. I wish first to thank all of those who have sent
me prints of their experiments, and also to express regret that time
limitations will not permit me to mention all of the experiments in
the field.
The detecting systems used in hibh energy astrophysics are 	 •
generally more similar to particle detectors than to optical devices.
The high frequency of ttie radiation precludes the use of reflection
or diffraction techniques; however, thE. high energy content of each
photon does enable them to he detected with scintillators, proportional
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counters, and solid state detectors. The basic design of the space
ganmra ray instrument depends on whether the energy range is below
about 10 MeV :rnd therefore in the region where the Compton effect
predominates in the absorption of the gan^na ray, or above ti^at
energy where electron-positron pair production. is most important.
Fig. i sFiows the cross section for y-rays as a function of energy.
The most usual approach to the detector system in the lower
of tree two energy int^-rvals is to use a scintillation counter, which
absorbs the photons and permits a measure of their energy. This
counter is surrounded by another detector which is employed as an
active anticoincidence shield to discriminate against charged par-
ticles, by providing the infornration that a cha^'grd particle has just
passed through the system and therefore the central sc:intillator has
nit recorded an x-ray pulse. The first succ^ssfill detection of gamma
rays in this energy range was accomplished by Arnold and coworkers
(Arnold et al., 1962; Metzger et al., 1964) using a cesium ioc;ide
crystal surrounded by a plastic scintillate;:. In this experiment both
detectors were viewed with a single photomultiplier; discrimination
between pulses in the two materials was accomplished by taking advan-
tage of the difference i.n scintillation periods (about 1 usec in cesium
iodide and two orders of rnagnitclde smaller in plastic scintillator).
This instrument covered the range from 0.1 to 1 MeV and was omni-
directional. Recently data has been obtained on the galactic background
radiation from 0.25 to 6 MeV using the detector shown in Fig. 2 flown
.^	 on ERS-l8 (Pe ters^m et a1., 1968). It consists of a 7.65 cm long x
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6.35 cm diam.^t.er NaI(T,^) Scintillation countcrr with a 1 cm thick
plastic anticoincidence shteld. There are six channels of pulse
height analysl.s. The rtnticoincidence scintillator is commutated on
and off every 500 seconds. ':he two scititillators are optically
separate.
An instrument which hss some directionality has been developed
by both the Goddard Space Flight Center group ender K. T'cost and the
University of California at San lliego under L. Peterson. In this
'	 detector system a thick collimating wall made of both active and
passive material srrrroun^is a central crystal. An Pxample of this
type of in5tz.• urnent designed liy Frost and Rotltc^ (1963) and flown on
OSO is shown ir. Fig. 3. It is sensitive in the energy region from
().^ to 3 MeV. Thc^ large cylinder which is 7 1/4 inches long and
vi.c^wed by •'+ tubes, is an anticoincidence shield for discriminar.ion
against Kantrna rays and charged particles and for suppression of the
Compton continuum. At its hc, art is a spectrometer crystal one inch
^w:
in di_amet^^r and two inches long, made of thallium-doped cesium iodide.
It is viewed by an R(;A C7151.0 phor_omultiplier. This basic approach
teas also been used by Haymes and co-workers (Haymes et al, 196$a;
Haymes et al., 1.96$b) at Rice in the study of spectra from several
sourcc^ regions. Fi.g^^. 4 at:d 5 show two recent detector systems of this
type and rig. 6 shows the expected sensitivity for one of them. Other
detector systems t^ study this energy range are discussed by Buivan
and Vedrenne (1970}; Albernhe et al. (1970); and Dean et al. (1970) in
'^'	 papers It?o. 5, 6, and 7 of this conference.
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The energy range from 1 to l0 MrV remains a particularly diffi-
cLlt one. The combination of the low conversion cross section and
the nature of the Compton reaction make directional and energy measure-
meets extremely difficult. There appear now to be two possible
directions in which experiments may go in the future. One is a small
omnidirectional detector placed as far away from other matter as
possible to measure the energy spectrum of the diffuse radiation as
well as possible. Another is an assembly of a large number of she
cylindrical collimators in ait effort to increase the sensitivity and
yet obtain some angul <<r information.
Before leaving tl-^e low energy gamma region, I should perhaps
mention two approaches which nave not been too fruitful. "Ln general,
passive collimating devices made of lead or other material by them-
selves leave proved to be a net disadvantage because of the creation of
secondary gamma-rays in the collimator. Another detector system which
has not been very successful is the Compton telescope which consists of
two separate scintillators placed in coincidence and surrounded by
anti-coincidence plastic scintillators. 'i'he basic difficulties are
background and low detection efficiency.
Balloon observations have generally been made either by mounting
the detector system in a gondola which orients the detector as desired
or by mounting the detector in a vortical position and letting the	 '
source pass overhead. Orientation information has normally been
obtained with the use of magnetometers and balloon position informa-
.	 lion. Fig. 7 shows the balloon gondola system of llaymes at Rice.
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^^^ th^^ ^;.^uu^^a ray interval shove about 10 Mc^V the only e fficient
interuction proces:j for gamuna rays is r_he creation of a negatron-
positron pair. Infonnat.ion on lht: direction and energy of the gamma
ray must be derived from this pair because the penetration power of
gannna-rays and their low flux relative to charged particles and other 	 1+
i
radiation make Shielding difficult and i;eneralxy undesirable. Early 	 i
experinu^nr.s using counter systems and nuclear emulsions flown on
balloons de!'ected no celestial point sources of t;a ►mnd rays above the	 ^'
har.kground. More significant u pper limits to possible fluxes from
point sources, an.i an upper limit to t:hc galactic flux, were obtained
by Kraushaar and Clark (1962) and Kraushaar et al. (1965) using the
scintillator-Cerenkov type detector system shown in Fig. 8 flo •.an on
Explorer 11. A.n improved version of flit detector was flown on OSO-III
and led to the first certain measurements of celestial y••rays. The
detector of Clark, Garmi.re, and Kraushaar (1968 fl.^wn on OSO-III is
shown in Fig. 9. The top sandwich of crystal scintillators acts as
both a converter of gamrna rays and as part of the telescope defining
the solid angle of. the incident gamma ray. The other half of the
telescope is the lucite Cerenkov detector, which responds to the
Cerenkov 1i.g:^t produced by one or butli of the n^gatron-positron pair
^-
	
particles produced in the converter., anti. is in coincidence witl: the
scintillator sandwich. The detector system is surrounded by a large
very efficient anticoincidence donne to reject charged particles.
•.
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A scintillacor-Cer^nkuv co^lnter gai^un ,i ray telescope has also
been flown on two satellires, Proton 2 and Cosmos 208, by Bratolyuhova-
Tsulukidce et al. (1959), who reporCed results at the Budapest con-
Terence last 5unrner. They used a lead glass Cerenkov counter, and
with the Aid of pulse height analysis, divided their results into
three energy bins. Uth^r scintillator-Cerenkov gamma ray telescopes
have been flc.^wn on OSO-1 t,y Fazio and tiafnor (1967) and on OSO-III by
ICaplon ^tnd Valentine (1970) from the University of Rochester.
ltt view of the very low flux of. gauuna rays and the eery hig„
barkgrouncl of. charged particles, it has become a,^parent that more
complicated i^echniques wing picture type detectors 8nc^ large areas
ware desirat,lc' to sec- gann;ta ray point sourcE s. Several investigators
'. g ave crow tcarned to the spark chamber as the heart of a detector system.
The spark cttamher provides a high discrimination picture type device.
Ate. i<<divi.dual. deck of the :;park chamber detector consists of. a series
of parallel. planes with a gas in between, A liigl^ voltabe difference
nuty be applied to pairs oaf. these planes wttt^n a particle passes t^^t•ough
tiie c_hainher. The v^,ltag^s causes a breakdown along the ionized path
left by the chargc>d particle, acid a spark corms where the particle has
just passed throuKh tYie chamber. The spark chamber leas thu advantage of
beir^b a hiblt information ^.ontent device wlilcl-t allows the experimenter
to separate the negatri^n-positron pairs from the other events produced
by neutral part-i.cles. Generally, the spark chamber assembly is sur-
rounded by an anticoincidence system, urtd is triggered by a scintillator-
Cerenkov counter telescope coincidence signal anti an anticoincidence
signal from the ^;urrou^tding anticoincidence detector Figo 10 shows an
6
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example of ar► early version of thin type of detector system showinK
the gonc^rn: configuration (Ehr ►ra>>n, Ficlitnl, Kniffen, and Ross, 167).
^	 Several different types of spark chambers have currently been
developed and flown on hil;h altitude balloons. 1'he high altitude thin
(typically less than a thnu:;andth of an inch) E^olyc:thylenc balloon of
large dirn^^nsions (ten r.o thirty mi! !Ion cubi.r feet in volurm^ when 	 ^^'
fully inflated at ceilinK) has proved a great asset to ga^rnna ray
astronomy irr providiri^; a relatively inexpensive way to get above most
of the atmo:,phere and to test detecCors in an environn^nt similar to
g ^°^e. Aspect information to ±1/2" is normally available and in some
cases o^:ientation r;ystems are used. Flight durations of from 6 to 24
hours at ceiling are normEl. Figs. 11 and 12 show a balloon ,just
before launch and during ascent.
E'our ^istinctl ,y diffc:i'enL- types of spark chamber. :, arc' currently
being considered: the c^^nventional optical spark chamber, the vidicon
^'	 ,
system, the sonic chamhr^r, and the multiwire digitized spark. chamber.
I shall discuss all of. ^.:h^sc^ briefly.
The optical chamaia r records on film two orthogonal views of the
sparks pr^du^ed along the path or the negatron and positron. An
example of this type of detector system d^:velopc^d by Frye and associates
at Case InstituCe is show-rr in I'i^;. 13 (Frye and Smith, 1966). 'The
general approach is seen to be similar to the spark chamber telesco,
described earlier. Uptical spark chambers have also been flown by
several other groups includinl; the one of Southampton (S. J. Board,
A. S. Dean, and U. Ramsden^ 1968, 	 'The instr^rment of this graup, shown
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in 1'iK. ^,^^	 is onto of tha larKest flown on talloons thus far having
a se^nsi live art^a of ab^«t 3h00 cm 2 . It now iras 70 plates each of
.O1 radiation lengths. Others include those of Cobh et al. (1965)
1	 at R^^choste^r, and Niel, CaSKignol, Vedrenne, and i3ouigue (1969) of
1
France.
Thy vidicon r^ystem developed for TU-1, and also by Fazio and
coworkers for balloons (Helmkr_:1 and Fazio, 1966; Far.io et al., 1968)
replaces the film with a vt^ :...oa tube whict ► then records the spark
"'picture" electronically and the infornration may L^e stored on tape or
tclr^metcred. 1'he Tb-1 program is a joint effort of three institutions
under the direction of Pinkau and Sommer at tt^e Max-Planck-Institut
fur Cxtraterrisclie Ph ;^sik, Koechlin at Saclay, and Aoella at the
IJniversity :^f Milan. A schematic diagram of the experiment is shown
in Fig. 15. The i;arnrna ray telescope has an active area of 130 cm2.
a solid angle of U.Z?. sr, and an a^;^nptotic detection efficiency of
25%. The energy threshold is about SO MeV. The detector will be
continuously pointed away from the earth and will therefore have no
dt'au ti.mc resulting front bcinb pointed at the earth, but will not have
the ability to point at a potential source for long periods. Ttre
5 2	 5 2
ex posure will be 5 . 10 c:m sr sec/day and 2 . 10 cm sec/day for a source
in its scanning path.
A somewhat different technique is used in the sonic chamber which
uses micruphone5 to r^.cord the Uosition of the spark by the use of
accurate timing signals. A small version of this type of detector
8
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was the first spark chamber i.n space, being flown on OGO-E by
Hutchinson, Pearce, Kamsdcn, and WILls (1969). 'Phis instrument
is shown in lN'ig. 16.
A sonic spark chamber for a gamma ray te^escopc was also de-
ve loped by the Coxnc 11 group (Oge 1 man , iiu i va i l le , and Gre i see , 1966 )
ar^d flown succes:,fully on a balloon.
Another ^;armns ray gelescope including a shark chamber has re-
Gently i^ccn flown on Cosmos 264 by Volobuyev et al. (1969). A 4 ^;ap
sps^rk cliambcr was placed under. a one radiation length converter, and
one of the main objectives of the spark chamber was to see the shower
development .
Magnetic core digitized spark chambers have been developed at
Goddard Space F1Lght (:enter and the Max-Planck Institut fur Extra-
terrische Physik. In boL• h cases, we were guided in the bel;inning in
hart ^y the excellent work o: Krienen at CElttJ (Kricnen, 1962 and
1963). 'The Goddard and Max-Pi,nck instruments are similar in basic
dc^,,it;r.. A schematic dtagram of the magnetic • ore spar. lc chamber gartcnn
ray telescope developed by the N ►ax Planck group _s showi^^ in F"ig. 17
(Mayer-Hasselwandf^r, Pi.nkau, and Sornmcr, 1910). Th^^ second generation
2500 cm2 7 -ray telescope developed at Coddarci SpACe Flight Center (Ross
c:l al., 1969) is Shown schematically in Fig. 18 and with the dome
removed in Fig. 19. 'Che G:;FC spa y°k chamber ^.tself i.s shown Ln Fig. 20.
For the digitized spark chambE^r, the flat plates of each module are
reFlaced by two i'1=ones o£ wires orthogonal to each other. One of
^.
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thesE^ brads serves as the ground plane and the other as the high
voltage plane. A spark between the plan^gcauses a current to
flow in the ^.wo orthogonal wires connected electrically by the spark
setting cores on the ends of the wire. By .-eading out the cores a
picture can be constructed. Such a picture is shown in Fig. 2i.
A satellite version of the Goddard detecLOr system will be flown
on SAS-B. It is a direct outgrowth of the balloon version flown durinb
1966 through 1968, except that it employs a four telescope system.
This approach maintains directionality and adds reliability by in-
creasing redundancy. T}1e SAS-B detector will }lave the following
characteristics: Effective area, A = 500 cm2 , ^	 1/4 SR.; Efficiency
(high energy) = .29; Efficien^^y (100 MeV) =,21^live time (po{nting away
from earth) =X • 9 ; fraction of orbit in wh
affected by earth albedo = 1/2. The net
cm2 sec/day and 1.2 x 106
 cm2sr.sec/day.
1 1/2° at 100 MeV and varies with energy
Bch detector is not seriously
6
exposures will be 5 x 10
The angular accuracy is aL^ut
approximates} as E -2/3 . The
threshold is not sharp but is about 20 to 25 MeV. The energy of the
y-ray is measured up to about 200 MeV. An artist's concept of SAS-B
is shown in Fig. 22.
It is clear that instruments subs*_antially more sensitive
than SAS-B should ultimately be flown.	 At least two possi-
bilities seem to exist at this time, COS-B and HEAO. For COS-B, it is
proposed that a gamma ray detector be the sole experiment on a satellite
launched probably into eccentric orbit by a T}ior-Delta rocket. It
10	 +^
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would be a joint effort by Kammcrlin^;h Onnes Laboratory (Leiden),
Max-Planck Lnstitut fur F:xtraterrestrfsche Physik, Centre d'F.tudes
Nucleaires de Saclay, Universita Degli Studi di Milano, and the
European space Laboratory. l'he instrument would include a series of
spark chambers and scintillators surrounded by anticuincidence. The
approach and angular resolution would be similar to ether spark
chamber experiments. The sensitivity world be greater and the energy
range ^.in which the energy was determined would be extended to higher
energi :.^s by using a CsI crystal of large area. Final approval for
liEAO and selection of experiments has riot yet occurred, but it is
likely that ga ►nrna ray experiments will be included.
Nuclear emulsions were used on balloons even before spark chambers
by Bracessi eC al. (1960); Klarman (1962); Frame, Reines and Armstrong,
1966; and Fichtel and Kniffen (1965).
	 More recently n^rclear emulsions
have been combined with spark chambers by May and ^laddington (1969) and
Kinzer, Seeman, and Share (1969). The latter use a wide gap spark
chamber with emulsions as Ghown in Fig. 23. The wide gap spark chamber
is used for good angular and spatial resolution with a mir ►imum amount
of material after entrance from tine nuclear emulsion. At present
charged particle background seems Lo make this approach unacceptable
for satellite use,, even if the recovery problem is solved.
In the high energy region above a few hundred Me V, thought is now
being given by Fazio and Greisen to using a gas Cerenkov counter either
alone or in conjunction with a large spark chamber, Fig. 24 shows an
11
example of this approach (llelvaille et al., 1910). A gas Cerenkov
counter records the Cerenkov light produced by a relativistic
particle (in this casf^ the negatron and positron formed by the gamma
ray) whose velocity exceeds that of the speed of light in the gas.
The gas Cerr_nkuv counter has the advantages of fairly high direc-
tionality, a relatively low background because of the t ► igh energy
threshold and r.he directional property, and the potential for very
large collectLc,n areas at low cost with little complexity. In this
high energy region the electrons scatter relatively little, and,
therefore, a relatively thick converter may be used after the anti-
coincidence shield. Thu pairs pass through a sr_intillator and then
•	 into Chu low volume Cerenl:ov gas at angles within a degree or two of
their original {lirection. Hclmken and Hoffman (1970) are alsu giving
consicleratio^l to applying tt^e gas Cerenkov approach to lower energies.
At extremely high energies (above about lO f Me V), photons can
be Detected by instruments at sea level which record the cascade
shower particles or the Cerenkov light produced in the atmosphere frorn
a series of i.nteracti_ons initiated by a single incident gamma ray.
In the latter case, the negatron and positrons in the shower emit
Cerenkov light and the direction of the emitted light corresponds very
nearly to the direction of the gamma rey as i*_ enters the atmosphere.
Fig. ?.5 shows the lU-meter opti.cat reflector of Smithsonian Astrophysical
Observatory, Mt. Hofkins, Arizona. This approach is complicated by the
fact. that higr ► energy charged particles Glso produce cascade showers.
12
A gamma ray so^^rce could, however, be detected by the observation
of a marked increase in flux from some direction, or by distinguishing
between the types of particle showers as some of the more complex
ground instruments may be able to do.
The future hope of high energy gamma ray astronomy appears to
lie in getting the large new detectors onto satellites. The sire
of the system seems to indicate that they must fly as the major experi-
ment on an explorer or together wit} other experiments on a very large
spacecraft. If current plans are realized, gamma ray experiments of
this large scale s}could be flown in the near future. The valuable
information on nat^ire's high energy processes should then begin to
be revealed in detail.
(^
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Fib;. 1:	 Interaction coefficient far ganuna rays as a function of
^.
energy	 for lead.	 1'hc^ point where the Compton curve
crosses the pair production curve depends somewhat an
the material.
Fig.	 2: Low energy gamma ray detector (0.25 to 6 MeV) 	 flown by
Vette, Gruber,	 Matteson,	 and r'etersor^ on F.RS-18.
Fig.	 3: Low energy gana►r:3 ray detector designed. by Frost and Rathe
flown on OSO-3.
Fig.	 4: A current low energy gannna ray detector being developed by
Peterson and co-workers.
Fig.	 S: A low energy gar,rn ►a ray detector to be flown on OSO-I by
Frost and co-workers.
Fig.	 6: Sensitivity of the U5U-I experiment shown in the previous
figure as a function of energy compared to the x-ray flux
from representative sources.
Fig.	 7: Balloon orientation ^ystc^rn used by Haymes acid c:o-workers at
ktice University.
F'ig.	 8: High energy scintillator-ceienkov detector clown on Explorer
11 by Kraushaar and cci— workers.
Fig.	 9: Hib} ► energy gamma ray detector flown by Clark, Garmire, and
Kraushaar on OSO-III.	 This instrument led to the first
certain measurement of gamma rays.
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Fi_g. 10:	 5ch^^n ►atic diagram of the original small version of the
Goddard digitized spark chamber gamma rxy telescope.
Fig.	 11: A balloon just before relrase at htildura, Victoria,
Australia.
Fig.	 12: The	 same b^.11oon as ^n Fig.	 11 risiny^ through the atmos-
phere carry a high energy Kamma ray detector of the Goc+dard
Space Flight (:enter.
Fig.	 13: Iligli energy ^ptiral film spark chamber telescope developed
by I'rye and co-workers at Casc.
Fig.	 t4: Nigh Energy optical film spark chamber gamma ray telescope
built by Ilamsden and co-workers at Southampton.
Fig.	 15 1{igh energy gamma ray vidicon spark chamber telescope to
be flow►1 on Tll-1 by the htax-Planck Institut fur Extra-
terrestri5che Physik, Center d'Etudes NucleairAS de Saclay,
and the Ut^iversi.ta I)egli Studi di Milano.
Fig.	 16: High energy ganuna ray sonic spark chamber flown by
llutchinson et al.	 (1969) on UGO-E.
)~'ig.	 17: Schematic diagram of high energy gamma ray magnetic core
digitized spark chamber telescope developed at Max-Planck
lnstitut by Pinkau and Sommer.
Fi.g.	 18: Schematic design of high energy ganvna ray magnetic core
dii;itiaed spark chamber developed at Goddard by Ehrmann,
Fichtel,	 ICniffen,	 and Ross.
Fig.	 19: Ealloon gamma ray experiment of Fig. 18 with anticoincidence
dome removed.
Fib. 20:
Fig. 21:
Fib. 22:
Fib. 23:
Fig. 24:
Fig. 25:
^€
i
Individual spark chamber deck of gannna ray telescop^^
haven in Fig., 18.
Computer reproduction of a Ramira ray event in the Goddard
2500 cm2 spark chamber telescope.
Artist concept of SAS-B.
Wide gap spark chamber used with nuclear emulsions by
Kinzer, Seemazl, and Share at NP.L.
Large has Cerenko^^ counter Kanuna ray to le scope developed
by Fazio and Greisen.
Ten Meter optical reflector of the Smithsonian Astrophysical
Observatory at Mt. Hopkins.
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